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Plaza de Flores Condominium, 4202 Central Sarasota Pkwy, Sarasota, FL 34238
http://www.plazadeflores.org plazadeflores @yahoo.com 941-966-0889
CAM: Steve Wisniewski Hours: Monday-Thursday 9 AM – 5 PM
Friday 8 AM - 4 PM

Landscape Committee
Harvey Garver, with help from other members of the community, has done several walk-arounds
with Kathleen from Natural Designs, our landscape company. One exercise was to rate all the
courtyards from A to D and start addressing the ones rated C or D. First the shrubs were
considered. Some of these are originals from when Plaza was built in phases around the year
2000. The shrubs which are past their “best before date”, or diseased will be removed and
replaced by new perennial shrubs with colorful leaves. Once this is done, more color will be
added with annuals, which are known to do well in the Florida climate. In a phase 2, once the
landscaping budget for the year is clear, the other courtyards will be upgraded as well.
A new Landscaping corkboard has been added in the Card Room of the Clubhouse. Posted on
this board, is the ratings of all the courtyards, and pictures of possible annuals. Residents are
invited to comment in writing or email (via the Manager) on the work of the Landscaping
Committee. Also, if you have the time – look at the raised bed at the back of courtyard 5. Mary
and Vinnie from Building 5 have volunteered their time and expertise to improve this bed – see
Page 6. Gloria and Manny have been doing the same with containers of flowers around the pool
and hanging baskets at both gazebos. Thanks to all that have contributed. This should be an
inspiration to gardeners in other buildings to follow these examples. The Landscaping
Committee would like to hear from you, especially if you live at Plaza year round.
Also, suggested as an inspiration and to see what is possible in Florida, is a visit to the Sarasota
Garden Club at 1131 Boulevard of the Arts, close to the Hyatt Regency and the Van Wezel
Center. This area of an acre and a half is open, at no charge, to the public seven days a week
during daylight hours. It was founded in 1927 by Mable Ringling and others and has 14 different
sections of garden, which specialize in all types of plants that thrive in Florida. For instance, the
first section is a butterfly garden with many bright, flowering annuals and shrubs, some of which
are below. And yes, there were lots of butterflies and bees on the flowers in a recent visit.
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For more details please surf to http://sarasotagardenclub.org/
Finance Committee
No great news here. The four basic financial numbers are all within the expected range and no
grounds for concern. One item that is monitored is the FDIC limit on deposits. Once an account
goes over $250,000 due to the accruing interest, it is time to split the account to ensure it is still
covered by the insurance provided for by FDIC. The Board will address this issue in May.
Social Committee
International Party – 18th March 2017

One of the many desserts.

Painting and baskets to be raffled off.

Carol presents a basket. And the next winner
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Some of the Social Committee

More of the party goers

Many members of the Social Committee worked to make this party happen - setting up the tables
and chairs with the flags of many countries. Part of the preparations was the creation of the
baskets that were raffled off, along with an original watercolor done by Theresa Herman. Then
there were all the cooks that contributed ethnic dishes based on their backgrounds. After lots of
fine eating and drinking there was music provided by Frank Whitsura, who also doubled as the
party photographer.
A great party and a fun way to spend an evening. Special thanks to all those volunteers that
contributed to this community event.
Why you should volunteer
Volunteers are in better health than non-volunteers
Researchers of Ghent University, Belgium, analysed data on volunteering, employment and
health of more than 40,000 European citizens. Their results, just published in PLOS ONE, show
that volunteering is associated with better employment and health outcomes.
Volunteers are as healthy as non-volunteers who are five years younger
Even after controlling for other determinants of health (gender, age, education level, migrant
status, religiosity and country of origin), volunteers are substantially in better health than nonvolunteers. Doctoral researcher Jens Detollenaere: “This association is comparable in size to the
health gains of being a man, being five years younger or being a native (compared to being a
migrant).” This direct association between volunteering and health is highly statistically
significant so that it is ruled out that this association is occurring by coincidence.
Other explanations
The researchers put forward three other explanations for an association between volunteering and
health. Professor Sara Willems: “Firstly, volunteering may improve access to psychological
resources (such as self-esteem and self-efficacy) and social resources (such as social integration
and access to support and information), both of which are found to have an overall positive effect
on health. Secondly, volunteering increases physical and cognitive activity, which protects
against functional decline and dementia in old age. Finally, neuroscience research has related
volunteering to the release of the caregiving-related hormones oxytocin and progesterone, which
have the capacity to regulate stress and inflammation.”
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For the full summary and access to the scientific paper, here is the link.
https://www.ugent.be/en/news-events/news/volunteers-are-in-better-health.htm
This can also be found with a simple Google search using – “ugent” volunteers health
Emergency Planning Committee
After many months of work by two of the Board members, the Emergency Planning Committee
has been officially formed and recognized by the Board. This Committee consists of Constance
Shaw, Jim Atherton (Coordinator), Gerald Ratzer and our Manager, Steve.
Tornado Warning
The south side of Sarasota was subject to a violent storm on Monday 13th March. NOAA and the
National Weather Service detected rotation within this storm and issued a tornado warning at
8:08 pm until 9:00 pm. If you had been in the area and had CodeRED or other weather App
installed on your smartphone, then you would have got a detailed warning of the speed (35 mph)
and direction of the storm (north east from the Gulf of Mexico). Out of our 200 units we know
of just three families that heeded the warning and retreated into an internal room without
windows.
For those who do not have a cell phone – a very simple bit of physics will help you. When a
flash of lightening is seen, start counting slowly (1…2…3…4…5…6 etc.). If you get to 5
(seconds), and hear some thunder, the center of the storm is just 1 mile away; if you can count to
10 before the boom of the thunder is heard, then it is 2 miles away. While the time for light to
travel a couple of miles is negligible, the approximate speed of sound is about 720 mph; this is
12 miles per minute or 1 mile in 5 seconds. Remember your high school Science?
As an Association, we are concerned that so few members of our community either did not
receive the Alert and/or did nothing about it. A tour of the Plaza complex soon after the storm
found people in the pool (a no-no when there is lightening), others were in the Card Room and
some in the exercise room. There was serious damage to a condo complex on Siesta Key in
January 2016, where there was only 3 minutes of warning before a tornado hit and wiped most of
one building.
Next time you get an Alert on your TV or any source – please take appropriate action.
Four Board Meetings in 30 Hours!
Our target for a Board meeting is one hour, although this is hard to achieve with so many items
on the Agenda. One solution in the month of March was to have four Board meetings in a 30hour period!
1. Emergency Planning
On Monday 20th March the main contributors to the Emergency planning exercise met, and as
three Board members were present (Constance Shaw, Bob Ingraham & Gerald Ratzer), this was
posted as a Board meeting. The Emergency Committee was formed with a charter and a plan to
get a draft document together for the Board to review at the May meeting.
2. Confidential Board meeting with our Attorneys
Early in March there was a Community Association legal panel and trade show, where the
President and Vice President both asked questions on the requirements for emergency planning.
At this event, we also set up a meeting with our own legal firm of Wells, Olah for a free hour of
advice and discussion with our attorney. When did you last have a free hour with your attorney?
Three of the Board members (Gerald, Bob and Constance) met with Michael Cochran in the
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offices of Kevin Wells. We had a list of eight questions, which included aspects of emergency
planning. Mike agreed to supply additional answers by email. Plaza got its money worth on this
visit!
3. Open meeting on insurance at Plaza
The Plaza association carries half a dozen different types of insurance, with the largest one being
the coverage of all the buildings and common elements of our complex. This association level
insurance is the second largest item in our annual budget. Owners and tenants are responsible
“from the paint inwards” for all cabinets, appliances, furniture and personal possessions.
Coverage for these items is written on a HO-6 (Homeowners’ policy) form. Our insurance
agents, Susie Baxley and Chad Park, came to Plaza for the one hour before our March 21st Board
meeting to answer questions on both types of insurance. The main takeaway from this session
that there are possible reductions in insurance cost (partially due to the fewer hurricanes in the
area). At the Association level this may mean that we can reduce the deductible from 5% to 3%.
This would be a real reduction in the liability for Plaza and will be considered by the Board by
the end of May when our complex insurance must be renewed.
4. Regular Board Meeting on 21st March
This fourth and last meeting of the Board also had a full agenda. Most of the discussion was
associated with hurricane planning (see above), and a hurricane shutter policy, which has been
sent to owners for their feedback.
The most visible items at Plaza will be changes in the layout of six handicapped parking spots.
The original layout met all federal and state building codes, but there are design issues with
access to our courtyards. Good design has a well defined, well lit, clear pathway from the
parking area into the courtyards. Owners in building 12 were concerned as in their case there is
a parking peninsula with a tree and a fire hydrant and there is parking on both sides of this. Also,
the nearest street light is across the roadway and masked by the carports for a dark evening
access to the courtyard. Compare the access to buildings 10 and 12 to see the difference. To
improve access the Board approved two changes - one to move the access aisle (a striped, no
parking area) close to the peninsula and add pathway lighting. Once these two changes are made
to building 12, resident feedback is requested.
Regular Board Meeting on 18st April
This Board meeting was marked with the changing of the position of Treasurer. Harvey decided
that he was overloaded and resigned as Treasurer, but will continue to be a Director and
Committee Chair for Landscaping. Constance Shaw stepped forward and volunteered to take
over as Treasurer. Other members of the Board offered her their help, especially during the
budget process which starts in August. The Board thanked Harvey for his concise financial
reports, setting up the Finance Committee and his ongoing support.
Several items of a regulatory nature were put forward by the Vice President, Bob Ingraham.
These included the new hurricane shutter policy (shutters should be white, but any style with
minimum impact on the architecture will be accepted by the Board); an update on the leasing
form to allow faster processing for service personnel; re-establishing the Policy and Enforcement
Committee; requirements for an insurance trustee (to be addressed by our attorney) and night
swimming (Code requirement on light levels). Quite a mixed bag – but all votes taken were
approved.
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Plaza web site update
The plazadeflores.org web site has been undergoing changes as it is now being managed by
PCM, our management company. There are three sections 1. For the general public 2. For
Plaza owners, and 3. For the Plaza Board members. Sections 2 and 3 require separate passwords
for access. Any owner can access section 2 by requesting a password from our Manager, Steve,
at plazadeflores@yahoo.com . Sections are being updated and readers are invited to surf to the
web site. If you have any suggestions for corrections or improvements, please let Steve know.
James E. Marak
We are sorry to announce that Jim Marak, a previous Board member and President of the Plaza
Association has recently passed on. Jim was on the Board from 2006 to 2009, which turned out
to be a difficult time with the turn down in the economy and real estate. Jim are an avid member
of the Board and took it upon himself to run a security circuit from 10 pm to after midnight to
deal with late night swimmers – a problem we have - to this day! He is survived by his wife
Bonnie and three daughters who looked after him well. The current Board expressed its
condolences to the family. More details can be found at Jim Marak obituary or via Google –
“James E. Marak”
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